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Kings road brewery mundijong

Since it was founded by Dave and Bev McKee, their children Chad and Selena and their respective partners Maria and Dale, King Road Brewing Co. was always going to be a family-friendly place. Many set with aspirations to create such a place, however the large scale of the brewery, its venue and its facilities ensures
it really does not deliver on promise. To give you an idea, build a playing field next door where older kids can play football! However, it wasn't always that way. A 45-minute drive south of Perth, King Road got a 45-minute easy drive south of Perth, King Road grew from one year to the year of 2017 – from hobby farmland
east of Kwinana Highway. Initially, McKees bought 90 acres of land in the early 2000s as an investment, but while playing with apple the idea for something rather grandmer was born. All this came because I started making cider for a hobby, for personal use, says Dave. And then the kids said, 'We should sell this, it's
pretty good.' Having submitted plans for a cidery a decade ago, the couple realized a broader vision would help the project move forward. In simple terms, Bev notes that the board didn't know what we were talking about. So, over the next few years, the idea of King Road Brewing Co. was developed and after regulatory
permissions were granted, they spent, four years building it, on weekends and after work. I've lived in the shed for four years, which is a bar now. A mechanic's auto trade, Dave managed much of his build himself using recovered materials, with the help of his electrician son, fio-in-law fitter and bricklaying the best partner
- an orderly team if ever existed for this type of start-up. But, like many others, the track up to launch day was the easy part. Since the day we opened, we've locked people out, says Bev. It was long weekend labor day, and they were tailing down King Road because we only had a capacity of 200 people initially. I sold
everything. It was all a learning curve and we have been supported by the public ever since. The first Facebook posts are a collection of thanks and apologies; a polite still overwhelmed attenuation for the swell of enthusiasm for the new brewery, one that was - and still is - apparently not around the corner from anyone,
but somewhere everyone locally wants to be. To match this growth, extensions included old shed hay, which was transformed into a self-contained place, in itself the size of many inner-city brewpubs. The vaulted space hosts regular live music and weddings concerts and opens to the lawn of the brewery. They also
added an additional beer bar, several picnic tables and lawn, an extensive children's playground, and another kitchen with a 15-pizza-a-time oven. And there's something else. At the time of writing, they on the introduction of a can-use line and the extension of distribution, while increasing the capacity of the venue to
between 750 and 900 persons. It's not just the King Road team with ambitious growth plans either: the infrastructure around the brewery includes the tonkin Highway expansion, the new West Mundijong industrial area and a nearly 900 percent population growth forecast over the next 15 years; nearby Baldivis was
recently called Australia the fastest growing suburb. It is clear this semi-rural pocket of the southern Perth corridor will soon be looking for much in beery refreshment mode and family fun. On-site production began in spring 2019 on a 15 hL Tianati kit. Led by beer boss Steve Wearing, whose resume includes time with
Nail, Homestead and Blassa, the King Road Quartet's core range is currently backed by two seasonal, a classic wheat and Pacific-style Ession Ale. However, creativity is found among the affordable offerings, as a Choc Milk Stout featuring cocoa, vanilla and lactose hints – a Milo-like expression that hints at future
innovation. Among the limited versions were beers, would be a tropical IPA featuring experimental hop NZH-107, and there is a lot more of that ilk planned. Now, about the cider. After 20 years of driver-disabled customers and way into a medium-sized white bus, it was time for a hobby, and for Dave, who was cider.
Freshly pressed and lovingly prepared, King Road's Lord of the Fermented Apple has simply begun. However, thanks to a chance encounter, he began trading hay bales on the property with orchards in the Perth hills, a partnership that continues to this day. As Steve says: Dave is still in charge of cider. Clearly, there is
a lot going on as King Road continues to grow organically. Dave's beloved cider is still hand-pressed on the site, new beers are flowing regularly higher than ever, and the McKee family's business has been welcome to several new families every week, literally hundreds of them (COVID allows). All in all, it's not a bad
result for a hobby. Guy Southern King Road Brewing Co visited King Road Brewing Company with his family on Easter Sunday... What a wonderful place... The beers are amazing... We had KR Pilsner, KR Wheat and Colonial IPA... they were all very good!!! Maybe worthy of an award?? ... The food was OK for pub
standards, but so it is in their first days can be forgiven... And it's easy over the staged patio/relaxation area... Which is where this place wins my heart... It is spacious, full of chairs, tables, chairs, coffee table and good music... The grass is green and invites you to take your shoes off, enjoy a good conversation with the
entire list of FB friends... I mean, the patio area is huge... Bring your friends, girlfriend, mother, your father, your grandmother... We know they have a local !!! It's beer, isn't it? Well, I've been here a few times and I've had to wait more than ten minutes each time just to get a beer. Solution, just have a drink that, have an
outdoor bar, order ... Drinks online and comes to your table or just bloody serve growlers. I ordered pizza, they were bloody fantastic, but over ordered and didn't have pizza boxes to take home. Over $20 odd dollars per pizza, $3 a slice avg that you want to be taking left over slices at home. You need ablutions on the
grass area as well. Frustrating when it's obviously fixes. More it's about beer, isn't it? Well, I've been here a few times and I've had to wait more than ten minutes each time just to get a beer. Solution, just have a drink that, have an outdoor bar, order ... Drinks online and comes to your table or just bloody serve growlers. I
ordered pizza, they were bloody fantastic, but over ordered and didn't have pizza boxes to take home. Over $20 odd dollars per pizza, $3 a slice avg that you want to be taking left over slices at home. You need ablutions on the grass area as well. Frustrating when it's obviously fixes. More. More
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